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InZero Innovative Technologies 
Cyber security at the deep levels, where it belongs 

 

 

We are an R&D firm, located in the Dulles Tech Corridor (Herndon, VA), 
dedicated to cyber security innovation.  Led by Louis R. Hughes, former 
president of both GM International and Lockheed Martin, InZero has 
created eight technologies thus far that: 

• specifically solve well-known cyber security problems and vulnerabilities to data 
breach, 

• include solutions that operate at “deep levels” below the user software app level, far 
less accessible to potential malware intrusion, and  

• do not compromise the user experience, but indeed, ease the burden on the 
organization Sys Admin. 

The InZero Technologies are created for: 

• Mobile devices (smartphones, tablets, phablets, notebooks, Windows Always-
Connected PCs and Windows laptops 

• Networks (cloud, hybrid cloud, VPN) usable for all user endpoint devices 
• Internet of Things (IoT) devices and networks 

Our Technologies variously are reflected in four awarded U.S. Patents thus far (more 
pending); have been independently validated; and are embodied in numerous prototype 
devices for demonstration, testing and evaluation.   

InZero Technologies are especially made for the highest cyber security needs for: 

• Government 
• Regulated Data (Healthcare, Finance) 
• Critical Infrastructure (Energy, Transportation, etc.) 

Yet, our Technologies are also easily deployed for general enterprise and even by the 
security-minded consumer.  

Our Technologies have been included in major U.S. government proposals, as we collaborate 
with established IT providers, both large integrators and small specialty firms, to establish 
industry and major customer partnerships. The Technologies are available for licensing and 
are created for easy adaptation.  

Who is InZero? 
Who is InZero? 
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The last two decades have taught that the major cyber breach typically:  

• originates at the endpoint, 
• overcomes layers of commercial software app-level defenses,  
• is initiated from a seemingly trusted internet source or seemingly valid attachment,  
• steals the user's credentials to access ostensibly secure and restricted network data, 

and  
• extracts (exfiltrates) data over time before being detected. 

The risks are now increasingly exacerbated by the proliferation of mobile device use for 
business; the popularity of social media, gaming and other personal apps that users will 
access periodically throughout the day interspersed with business activity; and the growth 
of IoT device management through the internet.  

Cyber attacks, moreover, are facilitated by computer device design. At the heart of 
vulnerability is architecture that employs a single set of resources for all activity, i.e., a 
single CPU sharing a single kernel, driver set, RAM and storage. This means that once 
malware accesses such resources below the user app level, it can locate credentials to take 
over the device and enter the organization network.  

At InZero, we confronted these realistic risk trends, tendencies and weaknesses. This has 
led to Technologies below the user app level. 

 

 

The Key Principles of InZero Technologies 
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We therefore created Technologies that: 

• create, separate and isolate, at the hardware level, multiple operating systems in 
three different ways, truly preventing cross-contamination between these separated 
user domains;  

• prevent, at the hardware level, data from being sent to unauthorized recipients;  
• significantly advance security against hidden malware in an incoming or outgoing file; 

and  
• overcome the well-known, pervasive inability of IoT devices to efficiently and quickly 

implement updates to remove corrupted operating software that leads to system 
shutdowns for inordinate length of times, especially for critical systems like security 
cameras. 

 

  

 
  

WorkPlay Technology simply creates two or three complete, 
independent and isolated OS's using a single CPU. Critically, each 
OS has its own full set of resources - its own kernel, drivers, 
RAM, storage. Even if malware accesses an OS and usurps the 
kernel, it cannot cross over to another OS, eliminating the 
"shared resources" risk. 

User convenience and device performance are not compromised. Each OS operates as a 
standard device and switching between OS's takes a few seconds on pressing the switch 
icon, returning the OS exactly to where it left off. Ideal for separating business and personal 
or IoT activity, or for different security levels.  

  

 
For mobile hypervisor implementation using the strong security of 
Bare Metal (Type 1) technology, SmartHyp™ overcomes well-known 
shortcomings in power consumption and performance  

InZero Technologies: 

SmartHyp™ Mobile Virtualization 

WorkPlay Technology® for Mobile Devices & Windows  
What happens in an OS, stays in that OS 

Making the mobile hypervisor a practical reality  
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processing that so far has made mobile Bare Metal technology impractical. This is 
accomplished by our different "types" of virtual machines: an active "Foreground" VM, 
inactive Background VMs which provide real-time notification to the Foreground VM, and 
as desired any specialty mini-VM for security (such as InZero TrustWall™).  

The result is power consumption and processing performance comparable to typical 
unsecure Type 2 hypervisor technology. 

 

TwinBoard is the ultimate, physical hardware 2-devices-in-1. Two 
complete, standard circuit boards, each its own typical 
OTS smartphone or tablet board, are embodied in a single device. 
These share only the screen display, buttons and battery, through our 
separate "mini-board". The mini-board does not transfer data 
between the circuit boards and therefore cannot be used as a conduit 
for transfer of malware between boards.  

Switching between the two devices inside is instant, returning a device exactly to where it 
left off. If a call is made to the inactive device, TwinBoard will ring and the user can switch 
to answer it.  

TwinBoard has the look, feel and touch of a standard device, minimally thicker. The 
TwinBoard smartphone accepts up to four SIM cards for different phone numbers as 
desired. 

 

The anatomy of the typical successful cyber attack not only 
originates at the endpoint but requires a critical second step: 
communication back to the hacker not only to inform that 
intrusion was accomplished but to then begin injecting 
malware exploits to locate network access credentials, enter 

the network, and exfiltrate data. Standard endpoint firewalls and other software security 
can be accessed and overcome by internet-borne malware.  

Thus, we created a hardware-level firewall – residing in its own mini-OS/VM – to serve as 
the outgoing sentry, only allowing traffic to authorized recipients.  While a hacker might 

TwinBoard 2gether™ 
When 1 truly equals 2  

TrustWall™ 

Keeping the horse inside the barn, even if the barn door is open 
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intrude the user’s endpoint the hacker will never know it and cannot exfiltrate data back 
from the device. 

In fact, TrustWall will protect against data leakage even if the user’s OS has an unknown 
vulnerability, exploitable by hackers.  This provides increasingly important protection, as 
industry security releases continually report the discovery of OS vulnerabilities in popular 
OS platforms. 

For restricted networks, TrustWall is the last and best line of defense. 

 

For almost 20 years, vendors have been 
offering protection against hidden 
malware through the Content Disarm 
and Reconstruction (CDR) process 
whereby incoming files are stripped 
down and converted to a different file 
format, to (hopefully) discover and 
eliminate hidden malicious executable 

code.  But the industry research and data breach analysis show that malicious attachments, 
remain alive and well.  This is facilitated by shortcomings in standard CDR technology, which 
we have overcome in Cloud Safe Passage, while furthermore, enhancing the user 
experience.  Specifically, the four major advancements made by InZero are:   

(1) Isolating disarm and reconstruction.  These two CDR functions are separated to assure 
that even if the disarm function fails to detect hidden malware, only clean, valid code 
will reconstruct the file. 

(2) Single use disarm.  After each file is processed, a new, verified disarm module is used, 
assuring that any possible injected foreign code cannot affect subsequent incoming 
files. 

(3) JustView It.  Unlike common system Preview apps (e.g. Outlook’s Preview), an original 
file can be safely first viewed by the user, without risk of introduction into the endpoint 
computer, and indeed, there may be occasions when simply seeing the original serves 
its purpose. 

(4) Custom code.  Cloud Safe Passage is comprised of InZero custom code, created 
component-by-component (e.g., header, footer, image, etc.), unlike the extensive 
reliance on opensource format conversion programs of standard CDRs.  

 
The result is our proprietary CDR with concrete improvement in security and usability.  

Cloud Safe Passage™ with JustView It™ 
Nothing’s perfect, but we bring CDR much closer 
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The growing scourge of IoT network breach – across many industries – reveal conspicuous 
shortcomings in IoT device security: 

• Extensive delay and difficulty in updating devices to remove corrupted code, 
• Lack of reliable code verification, and  
• Lack of reliable device traffic monitoring, i.e., communication with unauthorized 

sources 

These shortcomings were plainly evident in such potentially devastating breaches as the 4-
day shutdown of the Washington DC camera system just before the last inauguration, and 
the defects found in some 500,000 heart pacemaker devices of a major hospital system.  
Clearly, the risk goes far beyond the monetary loss.   

 

To eliminate these inherent risks in IoT devices, TRIPLiot provides 
real-time updating, continuous monitoring and automatic code 
integrity check: 

 

• Inside the IoT device, 
• In a hardware-separated mini-OS/VM, inaccessible to incoming malware, and 
• Without need to physically access the device.  

The InZero TRIPLiot technology is universally adaptable to the vast majority of IoT devices 
and has first been created for the popular ARM-based CPUs employed in widely deployed 
systems such as IP cameras. 

 

 
We welcome partners who are engaged in any of the markets to which our Technologies 
apply, or who for their own use recognize the need for the advancements offered in our 
Technologies.  As an R&D firm, we can quickly respond to your inquiries, and realistically 
address with you the appropriate steps for proceeding in our mutual interest. 

We believe that the time has come for deeper cyber security, and our patented and patent-
pending technologies will prove to truly make sizeable gains in the never-ending war against 
cyber attack.   

Where do we go from here? 

 

©InZero Systems, 2019 

TRIPLiot™:  Real-time IoT Device Updates & Security 

For IoT updates, turning days and hours into just seconds. 

InZero Systems, February 2019 
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